With the advance of location acquisition technologies nowadays, the human trajectory data, such as vehicles, phones and bicycles, is growing vastly and extending our imagination of new users. These trajectories have shown great values in supporting situation-aware exploration and prediction of human mobility, discovering movement patterns and monitoring the traffic situations. Query is an essential task for trajectory exploration. To do this, users should input spatial, temporal and other types of query conditionals to obtain a group of filtered trajectories. However, current visual query methods for urban data suffer from two main problems. First, it is a challenge for users without background knowledge to specify query conditions, such as selecting a popular entertainment area on the map as spatial condition. Second, there still needs a way to fuse the multi-source, heterogeneous, and large-scale urban data to partition the urban area, extract their semantic information, and provide intuitive, efficient trajectory queries. In this paper, we propose CBRG(cellular-based region growing) algorithm to make a preliminary region partition which tends to be a certain collection of similar regions. Then, we generate a semantic node for graph and provide a set of feasible clues and signs to explore and mine data from the aspects of spatio-temporal characteristics, inherent coupling of data, and human mobility. It is worth mentioning that our methodology is also universal for other heterogeneous data with spatio-temporal characteristics.
I. INTRODUCTION
The city, evolved from human activities, is a highly developed product of crowd social activities, cultural activities, economic activities, and other factors. Research on urban mobility and community functions can better help people understand cities and configure cities rationally. Massive trajectory data query is one of the foundations of many urban data analysis [1] - [3] . Query and analysis of the trajectory of the crowd in the city can help analysts understand the traffic situation [4] and human behavior [3] in the city. Among a variety of urban data, the data collected by cell towers has wide coverage in terms of the number and type of users. The record and store users' trajectories are generated by the signal exchanging between cell phone and cell towers. That is, once, The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Wei Chen. a person enters a region with his or her mobile phone kept on, a connection with the nearest tower takes place, generating a record with time, location, device and tower identification.
Mining and querying such huge spatio-temporal trajectory data have been considered as effective means in human mobility research. In the field of data mining, previous works based on the spatio-temporal preferences of user activities through points of interest (POI) data and the recommendation of target location based on time perception emerge in an endless stream. There are plenty of trajectory mining approaches, such as Markov model [5] , [6] , frequent based model on empirical measurement, and LDA(Latent Dirichlet Allocation) topic model, LSTM(Long Short-Term Memory) Networks and so on. However, barely did they provide a systematic approach to fuse high-dimensional heterogeneous data, but most methods are limited to plain analysis and mining and ignore the inherent coupling, such as the VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ interaction and connection between people and regions. On ther other hand, trajectory query methods are generally task-orientated, involving conditional restriction and filtering [2] , index query [7] , similarity query [8] and so on. When querying massive data, conditional selection and filtering are no longer applicable, and other query methods bring heavy burden. To address this issue, we need a graph structure to aid users' exploration in the selection of conditions. In this paper, we explore multi-source data which includes POI data, base station sites data, and human trajectory data to construct a graph-based visual query system. The trajectory data we exploit in this paper is superior to other mobility data in mining spatio-temporal activities of the crowd and social function information of the city with wide coverage and comprehensiveness. POI data is fused with base station sites data to construct voronoi tessellation. To segment functional zones, we propose a celluar-based growing region (CBGR) algorithm. The CBGR algorithm achieves good performances in clustering regions with high dimensional attributes. Besides, we design a dynamic node-link graph which provides users with a region-level overview of geographical location-functional properties, supporting real-time and dynamic trajectory query.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows: 1) CBGR algorithm is proposed to cluster regions with high-dimensional semantic attributes. The highdimensional characteristics of regions are identified with multi-source data coupling. 2) Weighted semantic cells are created in complex urban flow network. the cells are key nodes in our graph structure, constructed based on fused data to provide guidance for exploration of massive spatio-temporal data. 3) A graph-based visual query and analysis system helps users to understand the high-level semantic characteristics of urban areas. At the same time, the graph structure is used to help the users select the spatio-temporal conditions of the trajectory query, and to retrieve, view and explore the trajectory. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 overviews the state-of-art technologies and related work about the regional division and trajectory data query and visualization. Section 3 discusses the method of urban functional area extraction and urban high-level map construction and the method of trajectory query. Section 4 presents the various functional interfaces and related design of the visualization system, including the explanation of each view and user operation. In section 5, two applications with real data set are employed to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method. Finally, in section 6, we give a general summary of the full text.
II. RELATED WORK A. URBAN MODELING AND ANALYSIS
With the mature of location awareness technology, large-scale spatio-temporal data, such as social network data, transportation, and GPS signals, has become more and more convenient to obtain. The proliferation of urban research enthusiasts and experts on urban mobility data promote more valuable products and works in the field of urban data computing. In general, the modeling methods are different, with the different data characteristics, research objectives, application background and so on [9] , [10] .
For time-oriented or spatial-variant flow data, aggregation and clustering are the common way to reveal movement pattern which may be occluded in large-scale data [11] - [14] . Lv et al. [15] simulate the crowd movement under the political rally scenes through ocean models. Xu et al. [16] used the mutual information of the dynamic crowd to guide the agents' movement at runtime. Landesberger et al. [13] designed MobilityGraph, which improves the mess caused by the application of flow clustering in the traditional mode in the large-scale spatio-temporal data visualization, and presents the mobile mode of the whole city gracefully on a macro level. In order to solve the problem of crowd aggregation analysis, Xu et al. [17] used a novel global feature to represent the moving crowd. Zhou et al. [18] explored Word2Vec to vectorize the OD(Origin and Destination) flows and then exploit t-SNE to reduce the dimension, so as to reduce the visual clutter of flow map and enhance the correlations of OD flows.
For trajectory data with multidimensional attributes or with rich semantic meaning [19] , [20] , there are many measurable and non-measurable relations and patterns implicit in heterogeneous data. Hence, it's not easy to be clearly presented by visual means [21] . Other task orientated methods, such as topic-modeling [22] , state transition graphs [23] , detectand-filter scheme [24] , are proposed to represent semantic abstractions of moving properties and visually reason relations from data. For large-scale data visualization, massive trajectory query, or other analysis tasks, the modeling methods covering fluid mechanics [25] , [26] , graph theory [27] , [28] and machine learning [29] , [30] and so on, are exploited to excavate mobility pattern and city functional zones.
To realize the real-time prediction system of urban traffic flow, Zheng et al. [31] proposed a deep residual network to capture the spatial correlation of complex spatio-temporal urban data. applied deep learning to urban big data and used a deep residual network to predict urban traffic flow. Shi et al. [32] classified and expressed hidden urban functions and behaviors from the aspects of urban mobility, vitality, communication, diversity and density, and designed a system that allows users to visually analyze and compare indicators of different regions and cities on a city scale.
B. REGIONAL DIVISION AND TOPOLOGICAL DIVISION
Region division or functional zones identification has always been a research hot spot in the fields of geographic information system and urban planning for years [33] . Early, massive work in regional science has been dedicated to classifying regions by visual difference with satellite images [34] , [35] .
Recently, the approaches turn to be data-driven. Fan et al. leveraged linear-kernel Support Vector Machine (SVM) classfier to group hot areas into predefined 10 classes with taxi trajectories [36] . Other approaches identified regions based on remote-sensor data [37] . Besides, Ratti et al. [38] . exploited network-based clustering algorithm on economic transactions communication records to partition city into regions.
Human activity such as mobility, density, economic development, etc are very important metric and characteristics in the urban analysis. Topological division is often used to track some important characteristics of spatio-temporal data. Yuan et al. [39] used the theme model to classify sub-area blocks into different functional area blocks. Inspired by Yuan's method, Wu et al. [40] aimed at the limitation of providing semantic information for regions, and segmented crowd activity regions based on time-dependent movement mode. Their advantage is that multiple heterogeneous data combinations ensure comprehensive analysis.
Different from previous work, this paper focuses on the high-dimensional semantic structure identification based on voronoi cell constructed by POI and station sites data. The standardized Euclidean distance is employed to measure the semantic similarity of community functions between base stations. Similarity iteration is executed to enhance the adhesion between adjacent stations.
C. TRAJECTORY DATA MINING AND QUERY
In urban movement data analysis, information mining and extraction of moving trajectories have always been the research focus of researchers [41] , [42] . In the trajectory data mining work, the main research focuses on trajectory clustering, trajectory classifing, the region of interest, location recommendation, privacy protection, and other aspects [43] , [44] .
Trajectory clustering and trajectory classifing are common methods in trajectory data mining. Most researchers tend to sample and aggregate trajectories based on road or region level. The advantage of this approach is that it can quickly extract the moving contour from the large-scale moving trajectory data and find the general moving pattern [45] . Natalia and Gennady aggregated the trajectories into OD flows based on Voronoi division [45] . Zuchao et al. also aggregated the trajectories and used the dynamic graph visualization technology to explore the correlation between adjacent nodes [46] . In view of the co-occurrence phenomenon in large-scale crowd movement trends [47] , some scholars began to consider the relationship between the distribution of trajectories and users' interest points and analyzed the function of a certain urban area accordingly [48] .
Data brushing is one of the main methods of track query. Common brush selection methods such as geographic location based brush selection query, based on graphical chart selection, such as scatter plot brush selection query [49] , and table brushing [50] and so on. Shrinivasan and Wijk [50] created cut tables by defining regions and datasets with semantic meaning, and their model supports rapid query and research of semantic regions. In addition to the query of semantic regions in tabular data, Ferreira et al. [51] proposed a spatio-temporal query based on tabular data. At the same time, they conducted a comparative analysis between regions and designed a query structure of spatial constraints and attribute constraints. Al-dohuki et al. [52] mapped the trajectory into a document model and implemented a method for semantic query and analysis of large-scale taxi trajectory data. Fei et al. [53] designed MobiHash, supporting responsive data query.
The existing trajectory analysis methods are generally clustering or semantic query for trajectory but rarely based on the trajectory query between nodes or regions. The regions are classified, the nodes are constructed based on the poi classification, and the traffic binding and query of the regions are performed on the nodes. In order to avoid the visual interference caused by the aliasing of the nodes, the Lyold algorithm is used for regularization.
The difference between the work in this paper and the previous work is that, firstly, the trajectory data often contain rich semantic information, and we compare the multi-dimensional attributes of the sparse trajectory data and bind the trajectory data in geographic space together with the POI data. It is not simply clustering the flow of people. Secondly, based on the classification of the POI node graph model, the correlation analysis of adjacent nodes and the interactive trajectory query of dynamic nodes are carried out. In this paper, the urban node map constructed based on POI can effectively visualize the flow between regions and analyze the regularity of trajectory distribution, so as to speculate the movement mode of large crowds.
III. DATA
With the maturity of sensor technology, spatio-temporal user trajectory data, such as taxi trajectory data, mobile signaling data, subway, and bus card trajectory data, are becoming more and more accessible at low cost, reducing the difficulty of urban research. In this paper, we use mobile signaling data, which covers more than 28747 mobile communication base stations and records 200890111 trajectory records of 1157111 users within one week.
The data in this paper are mainly divided into three categories. One category is POI data, which collects 938712 points of interest in the urban area of Wenzhou, covering more than ten types such as catering, finance, education, medical treatment, fitness and so on. In this paper, the POI data is categorized to shopping mall, traffic facilities, enterprise, life service, government agencies, food, natural features, financial institutions, entertainment, medical treatment, education. Another one category is mobile phone station data, which covers the rural, the mountain, the bustling downtown of the whole city. The last category is users' trajectory data, which is collected by mobile signaling connection. The items of trajectory data include user (u_id), mobile phone station code (s_id), geographical position (labeled as latitude and longitude), the signaling connection time stamp t of mobile devices and cell towers.
POI data: Set {{P n , type, [lat, lon]}}. In our dataset, we arrange the POI data into 11 types, which have been shown in Figure3 (C). They are shopping , transportation, enterprise and so on. P n is the name of the specific location, for example, a gas station, a school, an education affiliated institution. The type covers many different semantic signatures, ranging from business districts, educational areas, to natural landscapes and tourists zones.
Trajectory data: { T 0 , T 1 , T 2 , . . . , T i }. T 0 = {user id 0 , t k , s_id k [lat, lon] k }(k = 0,1,..,n) records a track of user id 0 .
IV. ANALYTIC AND QUERY TASK
There are three main tasks which motivate our research and work. At the same time, they guide and inspire subsequent visual design.
T1 (Functional zones identification):
Building reliable semantically similar functional area zones from multi-source data set.Researchers hope to gain elementary knowledge about the zones they are interested in.
T2 (Semantic cell creation): Based on T 1, POI data needs to be introduced to form different functional zones. The combination of POI data and station sites data leads to rich semantic information for each station, causing it a tricky problem to compare the high-dimensional semantics among stations. An appropriate method needs to be proposed to carry these comparisons and foster the realization of region division.
T3 (Visual query and exploration): Analysts want to explore the social activities and human mobility from the massive human trajectory. Functional zones meet the basic requirements. But, Analysts hope to further explore the mutual influence and intrinsic connection between human activities and specific functional zones.
V. METHOD
In this section, we introduce our graph based method to model urban data and support massive human trajectory data query. To create graph based query model, our method consists of four steps: the creation of high-dimension semantic cell(Step 1 ), region division(Step 2 ), compound voronoi cell layout(Step 3 ) and graph generation(Step 4 ). In Step 1 , we siphon the high-dimension semantic cell from POI and station sites data. In Step 2 , we propose CBRG algorithm to merge cells with similar semantics into one compound node, which is a unify of a set of semantically similar cells. pattern. In allusion to T 1, we need to extract the functional zones to form a generalized overview of the city areas. In this paper, we exploit POI data and base station sites to group similar functional zones. Generally, POIs have represented a collection of functional areas. A region often contains a variety of POIs, which means most functional areas contain attributes that are usually not unique. Hence, it is challenging task to identify a compound region. To address this challenge, we propose a cellular-based region growing algorithm to extract urban functional region.
The CBRG algorithm first transfer the base station sites to voronoi cell, based on the prior knowledge that base station are established as the cellular network (The base station can also be called cell tower). After the generation of Voronoi diagram, a cellular graph is constructed on map. In addition, the station, labeled with corresponding code and latitude and longitude, are projected onto the map as the form of some discrete point sets. In allusion to the latitude and longitude of base station, the POI data are mapped to interior of the cell. The cell is characterized by semantic signatures, mapping, and fusion with POI data sources. Each cell is regarded as the minimum tuple of a region. A region may consist of many tuples with multi-attribute POI. The multi-attributes are finally interpreted as functions of a region. As shown in Fig.2 . The CBRG algorithm starts with a random selection of cell (seed contestant). The cyan-blue cell in Fig.2(a) . Then, the seed contestant will traverse the neighboring cells and merge or separate according to the preset threshold. At the same time, the merged region spreads out. If the region is finally separated from all adjacent cells, the merge ends. Then it will go back to the origin seed point and reselect the player for growth, as shown in Fig.2(b) . The process will iterate in turn until all regions have been classified. The final result shows in Fig.2(c) . The CBRG algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Celluar-Based Growing Region (CBGR) Algorithm
Input: station data Sites, Neighbor node hash table neigborHash; Output: parent array parent 1 featureVector = station feature vector tostring(Sites, neigborHash); 2 for each pro in neigborHash do In last section, the comparison of cell is to to compare high-dimension attributes of them. Aiming at T 2, we need to create such high-dimension semantic cell. In this part, we combine POI data and base station sites data to construct cell with high-dimension attributes. In the previous section(section 3.1), POI data format has been introduced and discussed.The specific approach is to first extract the topic of POI data. In this paper, we divide POI into 11 categories: shopping, transportation facilities, company, life services, government agencies, food, natural objects, finance, recreation, medical, education, and training. Secondly, 11 types of POI are distributed on the map according to latitude and longitude. Based on the base station range distributed in a cell tower, POI information is marked in each cell tower to form an 11-dimensional vector characterized by base station attributes. Due to the non-uniform distribution of POI in space and quantity, we normalize the high-dimensional vector. For cell similarity comparison, we adopt the principle of diffusion. The process is as follows: Grouping the semantically places together is essential for identifying functional regions. Whereas, multiple POI will be concentrated in the same area. Therefore, the plausible label makes it hard to identify a function area. To address this issue, we select a proper dimension with an optimized strategy to generate high-dimension semantic vectors for towers. The high-dimension semantic vector (A shopping , A traffic , A enterprise , ..., A education ) are latter as a criterion for measuring the similarity of multiple cellular regions.
The next step is to bind the POI to the cell. First, traversing POI data set, for each POI point, searching the nearest tower site and Voronoi tessellation from tower data set. To accelerate the searching and query efficiency, a quadtree index is built in tower data set.
C. GRAPH GENERATION
On the basis of requirements of T 1, T 2, urban functional zones can be identified, which reflects the basic functional areas and configurations of the city. However, for the target of T 3, a deep exploration between human mobility and functional zones need to be conducted. When faced with massive query tasks, common query methods have some limitations. To address it, we design a weighted node-link graph. The generation of weighted node-link contains three main steps. Since the node is an aggregation of functional zones. Users need to first brush their interested areas on the map. The formation of functional zones has been discussed in section 3.3. The process of functional zones to the graph can be realized by calculating the mean location of the center point of Voronoi tessilation in each zone. To support graph-based visual query, the human flow through cell tower as well as the traffic between each station need to be count and computed.
D. COMPOUND VORONOI CELL LAYOUT
The node-link graph in our work is derived from the division of functional regions, and is composed of a set of regions with similar high-dimensional semantics. Therefore, the nodes after the area recombination may have positional aliasing in the two-dimensional space. To address this issue, we propose to exploit Lloyd's algorithm to re-layout the compound voronoi cell. The Lloyd' algorithm is an improved form of the k-means clustering algorithm. The principle is to divide the number n of inputs into k regions (k<n) according to their properties, and then calculate the middle of each region, where each region is called the Voronoi region.
Lloyd's algorithm initializes by selecting random or some heuristic data, divides all input points into k groups, then calculates the center of each group according to an algorithm, and then regroups the input points according to the position of the center point, grouping The basis is that if it is closest to a certain central point, it is divided into a certain group. Iteratively continues until it converges, ie the group to which all objects belong is no longer changed.
The iterative process is shown in Figure 3 . In each figure, the circle represents the center point calculated by the Lloyd' algorithm, and the cross represents the actual center point of the Voronoi area. From the first step to the last step, it is known that the center of the Voronoi region is gradually determined by continuous iteration. In each iteration, the region is divided by selecting the same nearest neighbor criterion, and a specific central criterion is selected to find the center point. These two criteria are the basis of the Lloyd's algorithm and the core of the Lloyd's algorithm.
VI. VISUAL DESIGN
In this part, we first give an overview of our proposed system. Then, we give a detailed description of each view. Fig. 4 gives an overview of our proposed system. The proposed system is comprised of six components from (a) to (f). (a) is the tool bar view, providing and guiding users with interactive operations. (b) is the map view for geographically related mobility exploration. (c) is the statistical graph of POI data. (d) is the layout of compound voronoi cells. (e) is graph view. (f) is the heatmap view.
A. TOOL BAR VIEW Fig.4 (a) is the tool bar view, which includes four modules, from top to bottom, followed by parameter adjustment module (M 1 ), time period selection module (M 2 ), the graph generation module (M 3 ), and query result(U i d) module (M 4 ).
The slider in M 1 allows user to set the threshold for the CBRG algorithm. The rest of two buttons in M 1 is for node composition and graph model generation.
The time selection in M 2 is used to filter large-scale spatiotemporal data and explore the influence of time attributes on geo-spatial trajectories. The user can click on the heat map generation button according to the time slider to visualize massive trajectory data at particular time.
B. MAP VIEW
The spatial context of high-dimension semantic zones is presented on the geographical map. This view displays the division results of high-dimension semantically similar function zones. It is implemented by the slider in M 1 of tool bar, performing merging of the high-dimensional semantic functional regions on the current framed region.
C. RADAR CHART VIEW
The radar chart view provides 11 types of POI statistics for the currently selected region. This view is closely related with tool bar view and map view. Once the functional zones have been divided again, the statistics of POI types will be automatically calculated and refreshed in bar chart view. In the bottom of the bar chart, 11 types of POI are listed for reference.
D. COMPOUND VORONOI CELLS LAYOUT
This view is involved in the re-layout of voronoi cells, which are generated by the compound nodes. These compound nodes origin from high-dimension semantically similar functional zones.
According to the functional zones divided by the threshold-based CBRG algorithm, the user synthesizes the functional zones in the current view range by clicking the composite node button, and performs subsequent graph generation functions.
E. GRAPH VIEW
The node-link graph is generated from compound voronoi diagram with the node position remaining unchanged. The node represents base station, while node size encodes the traffic flow of station. In addition, the link between stations displays the communication of them. The thickness of link represents the traffic volume between base stations.
F. HEATMAP VIEW
By selecting two areas, the trajectory data of the people activities in this area will be obtained. In order to better analyze the characteristics of the crowd trajectory, Each persons trajectory points are presented in the form of a heat map, which can analyze the approximate range of activities of each person and lay a foundation for us to analyze the activities of the crowd.
VII. CASE STUDY
In the project, a web-based system was implemented based on leaflet, an open source javascript library for interactive maps for mobile devices. This system adopts the Vue.js front-end framework, which is a set of progressive framework for building user interface and is convenient to use the MVVM framework. The display interface of web system is mainly realized with d3.js and element component library. Node.js is the back-end platform of the web system, and the city data is stored in the MySQL database. In order to better evaluate the performance and effect of the system, we will conduct experiments with real data and analyze the experimental results.
By observing the selected area, Poi data around the base station can be obtained, so that we can better understand the crowd's trajectory behavior. As shown in Fig. 5 , by Celluarbased growing region algorithm, the selected area will be split into multiple regions. In order to better study the population trajectory data of the region, the similarity between each sub-region will be calculated, and the sub-regions in the graph will be dyed. By setting the threshold, the color coding of similar areas is consistent. Because people's activities are often related to Poi data, the regional poi data is statistically classified. It can be found from the figure that the number of shopping centers is the largest number of poi data in Wenzhou Railway Station. You can find many shopping centers near Wenzhou Station, such as Station South Trade City, Zhanqian Commercial Building and Huameng Business Plaza. The shopping store is often the most, which meets the consumption needs of the people at that time.
Analysis and statistics of the population flow in the region will have a certain effect on urban construction. In the selected areas, the areas with high similarity are merged and coded. The larger the node size is, the more traffic flows through the point. Around Wenzhou Railway Station, the general flow direction of the crowd can be found. The selected urban area is divided into 7 blocks by the Celluar-based growing region algorithm. From the relationship node diagram in Fig. 6 , it can be seen that the transportation around the train station is very convenient, and there is more traffic between each node. The N 0 individual in the relationship node graph is the largest, indicating that the traffic flow in the area is the most, and the Wenzhou passenger station is in the area corresponding to the node N 0 . This may be because a large number of passengers need to go to the Wenzhou passenger station to transfer to their destination after getting off the bus. We collected trajectories in Wenzhou for four days. In order to clearly analyze the changes in the crowd trajectory for each time period, the time will be divided into 96 segments, one hour each. We chose 20 hours, 8:00 on the first night, and the heat map of crowd trajectories at that time is shown in Fig. 7 . At 8:00 pm in the evening, the trajectory heat around the current position of the map is relatively obvious, because there are many communities around the current location, such as Jinge Apartment, Shuanglong Community, the number of people staying in the community at night is relatively large, and there are many leisure places nearby, such as cultural parks, wineries, Huameng Business Plaza, 8:00 pm is also the time for people to go shopping and relax.
In this case, we can easily analyze the activity theme of residents in a certain area in different time periods through the Graph model. Therefore, the model can provide reference suggestions for arranging tasks such as infrastructure layout and location selection of commercial facilities in cities.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this work, we have introduced a cellular-based region growing (CBRG) algorithm. We applied the CBRG to POI and base station sites data to segment semantically similar functional zones. To excavate mutual influence and internal connection between human activities and functional zones, we propose a graph-based query system where a weighted node-link graph can be generated with users' interaction, supporting the graph-based massive human trajectory query.
In the future, we hope to converge more heterogeneous data and employ more graph measures to analyze human mobility. Besides, the graph model proposed in our work can be applied in other mobility data, such as taxi trajectory data. We hope to apply the proposed graph model to more scenarios.
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